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ABSTRACT
Reservoir Computing (RC) is an effective approach to design and train recurrent neural net-
works, which is successfully and widely applied in time series prediction tasks. Echo state net-
work (ESN) is one of the most well-known types of reservoir computing because of its outstand-
ing performance to a wide range of real-world applications. However, the random initialization
of the reservoir structure may lead to poor generalization performance and high computational
complexity. In this paper we provide an effective algorithm for removing redundant connec-
tions inside the reservoir based on graph centrality. In order to improve generalization ability
and reduce the computational complexity of the original ESN, we propose Graph Centrality
Pruning Algorithm(GCPA) to optimize the reservoir size and weights. Numerical experiments
on several benchmarks and a real-world dataset show that our methods are efficient.

INTRODUCTION

Reservoir Computing (RC) is a well established technique to design and train recurrent
neural network (RNN). The reservoir is supposed to be sufficiently complex so as to capture
a large number of features of the input stream that can be exploited by the reservoir-to-output
readout mapping. Echo State Network (ESN) is one of the most popular reservoir computing
approaches and is characterized by a fixed untrained reservoir and a simple linear readout.
Many methods have been applied to simplify the reservoir of ESN. Among these methods,
pruning approach is one.It exercises with large amount of nodes and weights. It improves the
generalization of network.
In this paper, we provide an effective algorithm GCPA for removing redundant connections
inside the reservoir before training. By applying it, we can obtain an optimally sparse reservoir
in a robust way. We present the performance of our algorithm on three datasets, which show
its effectiveness in terms of better generalization and lower computational complexity of the
resulting ESN. Based on nodes (in degrees and out degrees), we have applied Graph Centrality
Pruning Algorithm(GCPA) to optimize the reservoir size and weights.

ECHO STATE NETWORK

Echo state network was first introduced by ’Jaeger 2001’. Structure of ESN and its out put are
given below:

X(n+ 1) = f(Wx(n) +W inu(n+ 1) +W backy(n))



y(n+ 1) = f out(W outx(n+ 1), x(n+ 1), y(n))

where,f = f = (f1, ..., fN) is an activation function which is usually a sigmoid function.
Spectrum of W is less than 1.

GRAPH CENTRALITY

The concept of node centrality is successfully applied in machine learning field. Some of the
concepts of weighted centrality and our models which are applied in ESN are presented below.
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where |I+i | is the sum of positive weights toward i and |I−i | is the absolute value of the sum
of negative weights toward i.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND NETWORK PREPARATION

The Mackey-Glass time series is a standard benchmark for chaotic time series prediction
model, on which ESNs have been successfully applied showing a good performance. The time
series is defined by the following differential equation:

∂o(t)

∂t
=

0.2o(t− α)
1 + o(t− α)10

− 0.1o(t).......∗

Similarly,the normalized Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) used here is

RMSE =

√√√√√Nr∑
j=1

(ôi(30)− oi(30))2
Nr

where ôi(30) and oi(30) are the predicted output and the desire output at time step 30, and Nr

is the number of independent simulations. We have plotted our models (GCPA) with initial and
reduced error (ESN) in fig 1. Similarly we have presented initial error, optimal error and reduced
error in tabale 1. Beside these,we are examining other models such as Cin, Cout, C1, C3.



Figure 1. Mackey-Glass, n=200 and 300

Table 1 The reservoir size with testing error after pruning based onCin, Cout, CB, CC , C1, C2, C3

for Mackey-Glass Time Series prediction

Methods Initial N(RMSE) Optiumal N(RMSE) Reduced error(%) Smallest N

CB N=200(0.010477) N=182(0.009978) 0.000499(4.8%) N=165

N=300(0.010619) N=293(0.010189) 0.00043(4.0%) N=174

N=500(0.009047) N=481(0.008799) 0.000248(2.7%) N=414

N=700(0.009475) N=619(0.009014) 0.000461(4.9%) N=438

CC N=200(0.010477) N=188(0.010193) 0.000284(2.7%) N=153

N=300(0.010619) N=284(0.009139) 0.00148(13.9%) N=204

N=500(0.009047) N=494(0.008798) 0.000249(2.8%) N=393

N=700(0.009475) N=671(0.008967) 0.000508(5.4%) N=439

C1 N=200(0.010477) N=184(0.010032) 0.000445(4.2%) N=142

N=300(0.010619) N=279(0.009972) 0.000647(6.1%) N=196

N=500(0.009047) N=488(0.008417) 0.00063(7.0%) N=364

N=700(0.009475) N=666(0.009085) 0.00039(4.1%) N=444
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